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C. Lattice Fencing - 
height of 51". Choice of diagonal lattice (item F01) or 
square lattice (item F02). Each fence section comes 
with one 74" post.

A. Arbor Gates - Fit opening widths 
of 45" or 60". Choice of diagonal or 
square lattice (item A46 shown)

B. Wing Extensions
each piece 28" wide including end 
post. Choice of diagonal lattice (item 
A41) or square lattice (item A40).

Fairfax Ranch Arbor (item A18):

The Countryside Estate Collection has been created by our designers using the long lasting material combination of poly lumber and vinyl 
-

ally maintenance free. 

The classic styling of these wood alternative structures complements your 
garden’s natural style and adds an elegant focal point to any walking path.

Berkeley Heights Arbor (item A19): 
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New England Round Top Arbor: Opening width of 45" (item A03) 

wing extensions (item A41) and gates (item A46). Choice of diago-
nal or square lattice.

** Arbor Anchor kits are available. Please order separately.

New England Round Top Arbor
Item A04

Colonial Straight Top Arbor
Item A10

Victorian Round Top Arbor
Item A05

Colonial Straight Top Arbor: Opening width of 45" (item A10) 

extensions (item A40) and gates (item A47). Choice of diagonal or 
square lattice.

Victorian Round Top Arbor: Opening width of 45" (item A01 and 
A05) or 60" when extension is added (item S60). Standard depth 
28". 60" opening width shown with optional wing extensions (item 
A41) and gates (item A48). Choice of diagonal lattice/gothic posts 
or square lattice/estate posts.



Lakeside Swing Arbor: Opening width of 80" (mid 2009 

A09). Swing ordered separately  – shown with English style 
5' swing (item C25). Diagonal lattice. 

Grandview Bench Arbor:
40" (item A17). Can be ordered without bench kit  
(subtract item A68). Diagonal lattice standard.

Petite Arbor: Opening width 36" (item Garden Swing (item P41): -
able canopy cover (item P42). Shown with English Swing 
(item P24) avalable in green or burgundy.

- Arbors -
Each kit comes with everything necessary for 
installation and can be easily completed by one 
person. Fasteners used are screws and bolts 
which come included with the arbor; some kits 
also require the use of a construction adhesive. 
Assembly time generally takes 15-60 minutes 
depending on the model purchased. Each kit in-
cludes detailed instructions. 

- Material -
The material used is all premium grade (C&btr)  
preserved pine and kiln dried after treatment. Your 
structure is ready to be stained or painted upon 
delivery and can be matched to your existing land-

and look great for years of service.



Countryside
Freestanding
Pergola
Standard stocked 
kit sizes

8'x8' (item A21)
8'x10' (item A22) 
8'x12' (item A23) 
10'x10' (item A24) 
10'x12' (item A25) 
12'x12' (item A26)

Countryside Wall 
Mount Pergola
Standard stocked 
kit sizes

8'x8' (item A31)
8'x10' (item A32) 
8'x12' (item A33) 
10'x10' (item A34) 
10'x12' (item A35) 
12'x12' (item A36)

1. All sizes are given as spacing between the posts. The top 
measurement of freestanding kits is approximately 31 2'
greater than post spacing. Example: 8'x8' top measure-
ment is approximately 111 2 'x 111 2'.

2. Overall height is 101 inches.

3. Custom designed lattice enclosures can be ordered 
for your pergola. Ask your sales assistant for more 
information.

4. Pergola anchor kits must be ordered separately.

Important Kit Information

We will gladly make any width freestanding or wall mount pergola 
kit needed. Widths between 12' and 16' require a spliced beam; 
widths of more than 16' require additional posts. Ask your sales 
assistant for more information. 

For all wall mount units please provide depth measurement 
needed (distances between wall and front of post) and width 
measurement (distance between outside of front posts).
Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of custom size kits.

Custom Size Pergola Kits




